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IntroduCtIon
In this chapter we will begin our BACnet journey together. I will present an overview of the technology and answer some of the most basic questions about the standard and its development, use, testing, supporting organizations, and so on. So let's go!
WHat Is BaCnet? a BrIef oVerVIeW
There are several answers to this question. First, "BACnet" is an acronym that stands for "Building Automation and Control networking protocol." A networking or data communication "protocol" is a set of rules that governs how computers exchange information with one another. In BACnet's case, these rules have been developed by a Standard Project Committee (SPC 135) within the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) starting back in 1987. ASHRAE's BACnet set of rules has been approved as an American National Standard by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the latest version is formally known as "ANSI/ ASHRAE Standard 135-2012, BACnet-A Data Communication Protocol for Building Automation and Control Networks." Since the need to continuously enhance and improve the standard was foreseen from the time the very first version of BACnet was published in 1995, ASHRAE formed a "Standing SPC" known as "SSPC 135." This committee continuously maintains both BACnet and its companion standard, "ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 135.1-2009, Method of Test for Conformance to BACnet."
So BACnet is an acronym, a data communication protocol, a set of rules, and a standard.
It is also an ASHRAE publication available in
BACnet-2012 is now a 1039-page document and is available directly from the ASHRAE Bookstore.
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hardcopy or as an Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) file. In this book, where there is a need to compare or contrast the different versions, I will use the expression "BACnet-YYYY" to make the distinction, where "YYYY" is the year of publication. So this book deals primarily with "BACnet-2012." The first edition was BACnet-1995, etc . Also, when referring to sections of the standard, I will use the terms "Clause" and "Annex." When referring to sections of this book, I will use the terms "Chapter" and "Appendix."
In addition to being recognized as an ANSI standard, BACnet has been adopted as a national standard by at least 30 other countries including all those of the European Union, Korea, Japan, and Russia. It is also under consideration in some other major countries, including China.
Finally, in 2003, BACnet was adopted as a global standard by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). In the ISO world, BACnet (135) is known as ISO 16484-5 and the BACnet testing standard (135.1) is ISO 16484-6.
Ordering information for the standards is provided at the BACnet website, www.bacnet .org, along with a cornucopia of other information.
tHe BaCnet DeVeLoPMent ProCess
Within ASHRAE there are two kinds of standards: those on "periodic maintenance" and those on "continuous maintenance." The former are subject to reaffirmation, revision, or withdrawal every five years from the time they are first published. The latter, such as BACnet, are continuously maintained. These standards are the responsibility of an SSPC. SSPC 135, or the "BACnet Committee," currently meets four times a year, at the ASHRAE Winter and Annual Meetings and at two other times, usually hosted by one of the committee member's companies. Occasionally, other topics are the subject of a special interim meeting beyond the usual four. In the last few years, for example, there have been several "Alarm Summits" to focus entirely on improving the alarm features of the protocol.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
SSPC 135 has three officers, a Chair, Vice-Chair, and Secretary. The members are either voting members or non-voting members. A new and special category of non-voting member is the International Organizational Liaison (IOL). The IOL designation allows the committee to formally recognize the contributions of people representing organizations outside the United States and have their names appear on the official committee roster and in the published standard.
A BACnet hat atop the Great Wall of China in 2001.
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WORKING GROUPS
In order to address specific topics of importance, the SSPC forms "working groups" (WGs) to consider improvements or additions to the standard. These WGs may come and go as issues arise and are addressed. They may also persist indefinitely. The "Objects & Services WG," for example, is a combination of two of the WGs formed in 1987! Here is a thumbnail description of the WGs currently in place so that you can get an idea of the range of activities being worked on. For updates, visit www.bacnet.org.
AP-WG: Applications
This group is developing applications-oriented "profiles" to represent various building automation devices such as chillers, variable air volume controllers, and variable frequency drives. The group will focus primarily on the user's perspective while the Objects & Services Working Group will assist by providing the technical details for the final form of the proposals.
DM-WG: Data Modeling
This group was formed in 2012 to take over and expand the work of the XML-WG, which is now defunct. Its task is to develop framework(s) for complex data models both on the wire and in other machine readable formats. It works in cooperation with the other working groups (e.g., AP-WG and SG-WG) to ensure that the framework(s) developed meet the needs of their specific use cases.
EL-WG: Elevator
The EL-WG is developing extensions to allow the monitoring of elevator and escalator systems with the BACnet protocol.
IP-WG: Internet Protocol
This group has been working on extending BACnet/IP capabilities to deal with developments in the IP world, including Network Address Translation (NAT) firewalls and IPv6.
IT-WG: Information Technology
This group is examining the future communication requirements of building automation systems and considering how they might affect BACnet. An important theme for this group is Information Technology-Building Automation System (IT-BAS) convergence.
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LA-WG: Lighting Applications
This group is researching, drafting, and proposing additions to the BACnet standard to support the requirements of lighting control applications. The group is working in cooperation with the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) Lighting Control Council and the Illumination Engineering Society Controls Committee.
LSS-WG: Life Safety and Security
This group will research, draft, and propose additions to the BACnet standard to support the requirements of life safety and security applications. The first systems to be tackled were fire alarm and control systems. The group has developed several new objects and services to this end.
MS/TP-WG: Master-Slave/Token-Passing
This group works on enhancements and issues relating to BACnet MS/TP LANs and PTP communications.
NS-WG: Network Security
This group was formed in response to public review comments about managing the primary workstation in life safety emergencies. Their task is to develop a general, network visible mechanism for authorizing and transferring control authority and also to develop auditing mechanisms.
OS-WG: Objects and Services
This group concentrates on "infrastructure" modifications needed to support new objects, new services, or refinements to existing objects and services.
SG-WG: Smart Grid
This group is a continuation of the previous Utility Integration Working Group with a new name. Smart Grid is all about integrating the consumer as an active participant in the operation of the electric grid. This includes integration of facility load as a resource (demand response), customer owned generation (distributed generation), and customer owned storage (electrical, thermal, pumped water, etc.) . The SG-WG is focused on enabling the building to act as a full participant in the grid-receiving price and event signals from grid operations as well as requests for resource status-and responding to grid signals with control actions to appropriately manage energy. In addition, this group is working to ensure that BACnet will be able to support the data structures being developed by ASHRAE SPC 201P, the Facility Smart Grid Information Model (FSGIM). The model includes definition of loads, meters, generators, and energy managers that will facilitate developing the ability for BACS to respond to demand response events in an automatic manner, such as altering setpoints, rescheduling equipment operation, etc., in order to lower demand.
TI-WG: Testing and Interoperability
This group's mandate is to extend and maintain Standard 135.1-the BACnet testing standard, to extend and maintain the BACnet Interoperability Building Block definitions and Device Profiles, and to identify and resolve existing interoperability issues in the BACnet standard itself.
WN-WG: Wireless Networking (inactive)
This group investigated the use of BACnet with wireless communication technologies such as ZigBee, the 802 series of wireless Ethernet, and others. It produced Annex O-BACnet over ZigBee as a Data Link Layer.
XML-WG: XML Applications (work transferred to the new DM-WG)
This group investigated applications of the "eXtensible Markup Language" (XML) technology in relation to BACnet systems.
As you can see, there are enough topics to keep everyone busy for a long time.
CONTINUOUS MAINTENANCE
So, how are changes to the standard actually made? Since BACnet is under continuous maintenance (CM), anyone, anywhere, can submit a suggestion for a change at any time. In practice, most change proposals have come from committee members or their colleagues. The proposer writes up his/her proposal with some background information so the committee can understand why the proposal is being made along with recommendations for specific changes. It is then usually doled out to one of the WGs for detailed review. To keep track of the hundreds of proposals that have been made over the years, the SSPC has adopted some proposal naming conventions. Each proposal name starts with the initials of the proposer, a sequence number, and a revision number. The first draft of my third proposal would be of the form "HMN-003-1." If, after reviewing my proposal, the WG directs me to make some changes, I would submit "HMN-003-2." Eventually, with any luck, the WG would see the wisdom of adopting my proposal and would pass it on to the full SSPC for a final vote. The next step is to invite the "public" to review it. Another aspect of the CM process is to issue "interpretations" of the standard. Like change proposals, interpretation requests can be submitted to the SSPC at any time and are in the form of statements about specific wording in the standard followed by the question "Is this interpretation correct?" The SSPC must then rule "Yes" or "No." Often such requests arise from perceived ambiguities in the standard's language and lead to clarifications of the standard's intent.
A final activity is to collect together, from time to time, any errors that have been noticed in the standard and that can be considered typographical or non-substantive, i.e., correcting them has no affect on compliance with the standard. This would include things like misnumbered clause references, misspellings, missing details in a revision history, incorrect indentation levels in a table, etc. These errors are then collected together and published as "errata" every year or so.
PUBLIC REVIEW
Once a proposed change has been reviewed and accepted by the full committee, it is usually bundled with other recommended changes and formatted as an "addendum" to the standard. Addenda also have their own naming convention. For example, "Addendum 135-2008g" was an addendum to BACnet-2008 that updated BACnet's security mechanisms. The suffixes start with the letter "a" (for some reason always in italics) and go through to "z." When more suffixes are needed, they run from "aa" to "az," then "ba" to "bz," etc. Why so many suffixes? The committee tries to publish a consolidated version every four years or so that incorporates all addenda that have successfully completed their public reviews along with any errata that have been found in the current version. Since the consolidated version of the standard may be published after an addendum has been created but before it is final, "Addendum 135-2008ad" may become "Addendum 135-2010ad" with the year updated to reflect that it will eventually be applied to the latest version of the standard. This is probably the most confusing thing about the process but at least the addendum suffix persists across versions. The state of each addendum can be determined by visiting the ASHRAE website, www.ashrae.org, or the BACnet website, www.bacnet.org/Addenda.
There are now two kinds of public reviews. The first is called an "Advisory Public Review" (APR). Comments received from an APR are considered "advisory" and do not have to be responded to or "resolved." They are considered friendly suggestions for improving the proposed addendum. APRs are intended to be used when the subject of the addendum is new, relatively untested, or controversial, and the committee is looking for guidance on how to proceed.
The second type of review is the "Publication Public Review" (PPR), which is used when the committee believes the addendum is ready for publication. In this case, each comment is subjected to additional scrutiny and processing. The committee decides whether to accept the comment in whole or in part, reject the comment, or suggest an alternative approach to addressing the commenter's concern. There is then a process of communication with the commenter in an effort to satisfy the commenter's issue, hopefully leading the commenter to agree with the committee's disposition of the comment, thus becoming "resolved." If, as a result of the public review comments or of further reflection on the part of the SSPC, substantive (noneditorial) changes are made to the proposed addendum, an additional PPR must be made. If the changes are widespread, the SSPC may elect to submit the entire addendum to a complete PPR. If the changes affect only isolated parts of the addendum, a PPR of "independent substantive changes" may be made wherein comments are only accepted that deal with these specific changes. If no substantive changes have to be made, the SSPC can recommend to the ASHRAE Standards Committee that the addendum be published as is. Once the Standards Committee and the ASHRAE Board of Directors are convinced that the public review has been fairly conducted in accordance with all ASHRAE and ANSI due process procedures, the addendum gets published.
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VERSIONS AND REVISIONS
Addenda to BACnet may cause the "Protocol Version Number" or the "Protocol_Revision" property of the Device object to be incremented. The Protocol Version Number has been "1" since the standard was first published. It is not likely to be changed as long as BACnet's encoding procedures remain the same. This value, "1", is sent as the first octet of every BACnet message, so a receiver of the message can immediately know if the traditional BACnet encoding is still in use. (Incidentally, an "octet" is exactly 8 binary digits (bits) whereas the somewhat more familiar term "byte," which has been around for decades, may or may not be 8 bits long. So in the standards world we use the term octet.) It is noteworthy that the SSPC has not yet succumbed to modifying BACnet's encoding. This has allowed us to maintain, for the most part, backward compatibility for nearly 20 years, an enviable accomplishment. Failure to maintain backward compatibility has been fatal for several other protocols. General Motors' "Manufacturing Automation Protocol," for example, essentially lost all support when it changed its fundamentals shortly after it was adopted in 1982 and implementers' equipment became obsolete before it was even deployed. By 1987, a mere five years later, the protocol was essentially dead. The BACnet committee, having noted such histories, has been scrupulous in trying to maintain backward compatibility. Encoding, of course, is central to that! When enough changes have accumulated to warrant implementers updating their software products, the SSPC will increment the "Protocol_Revision" number. Each consolidated publication of the standard contains a "History of Revisions" as its final section. A product that contains the features specified in BACnet-2012, for example, indicates this by setting the Protocol_Revision property of its Device object to "14". This property can then be read by other devices to determine which features can be relied upon as being present.
THE ISO DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The ISO rules are very different from the ANSI/ASHRAE rules and are contained in the "ISO Directives" available from www.iso.org. For one thing, the members of an ISO committee are delegates from the "member bodies" of ISO (i.e., countries). Currently, 162 countries participate, but a technical committee (TC) usually has only a small subset of all the possible members. TC 205, Building Environment Design, the committee responsible for the promulgation and maintenance of BACnet internationally, has 25 Participating Members and 27 Observing Members. The "P-members" typically send representatives to the annual plenary meetings of the TC while the "O-members" can be thought of as corresponding members and usually are not represented in person. At the TC level, only one delegate per country has a vote. TC 205 itself is currently divided into ten WGs. WG 3 is called "Building Automation and Control Systems Design" and is the group that discusses building automation topics, among others. Members of the WG are experts in their respective fields and each can vote on any proposal that comes up.
Because of language, culture, and differing business environments, the work of ISO often proceeds at a glacial pace. Substantive progress is usually only made when a member body offers an existing standard for adoption or adaptation. In our case, the United States offered BACnet and its companion testing standard for adoption as ISO standards, essentially ready to go. Somewhat surprising, based on anecdotal reports of the difficulty of promoting North American standards abroad generally, was the amount of support for the idea. In retrospect, this was undoubtedly the result of three factors: (1) BACnet is seen to be a "good" standard with powerful, extensible features; (2) the ASHRAE development process is open and inclusive, a fact that led people from all over the world to feel genuinely welcome at our SSPC meetings; and (3) we never tried to "ramrod" the standard and were always open to suggestions for improvement from anyone, anywhere.
To actually get the standard published, we only had to clean up a few references to other non-ISO standards (required by the ISO Directives) and convince the ISO editorial staff that any formatting changes could lead to disastrous results since the existing pagination, clause numbering, figure numbering, etc., was extensively cross-referenced. For example, they wanted all the figures to have sequential numbers. We had numbered the figures sequentially within each clause (e.g., " Figure 12 -4"). Finally someone discovered a mechanism whereby they could simply reproduce the ANSI standard "as is," along with an ISO cover page and some other prefatory material, which solved the problem for everyone.
There was also the remarkable agreement that the ASHRAE SSPC would be responsible for the maintenance of the standard, in consultation with ISO/TC 205. We wanted to be able to keep 16484-5 and 16484-6 in sync with our ASHRAE updates without waiting for the annual TC 205 meetings and the painfully slow international balloting process. To accomplish this also required some ISO magic. Someone at ISO pointed out the existence of a concept called a "Maintenance Agency" (MA). We had never heard of it. The original idea was to provide a mechanism for updating standards requiring "frequent modification." But the framers were thinking of standards that consist in large part of tables of data, such as lists of refrigerants, International Standard Book Numbers, country codes, etc., where the main task is to register updates. In any case, we were allowed to create an MA for the purpose of maintaining our much more complex data communication standards. According to the agreed upon MA procedures, members of the MA are from both ISO/TC 205/WG 3 and CEN/TC 247/WG 4. ("CEN" is the "Committee for European Normalization," and TC 247, Building Automation, Controls and Building Management, has a WG 4 for Open Data Transmission.) When a new version of BACnet is published, the ballot is sent to the MA members and the vote to update the ISO standards can be taken and implemented in just a few months. So far, this system has worked well.
BaCnet suPPort GrouPs
From BACnet's earliest days there has been interest in promoting the standard, not surprising since the protocol was developed by a committee whose members came from a diverse group of manufacturers, consultants, university and government employees, building owners, and so on. The most prominent supporters, again not surprisingly, have come from the manufacturers and the building operators since both of these groups have a direct and vested interest in the success of the technology.
RISE OF THE BIGs
European enthusiasm for BACnet was, for me, somewhat unexpected. In hindsight, it should not have been. Given the multiplicity of countries in a relatively small geographic area, standards have been rightly seen as a key to successful commerce within the European Union. And, like the users of building automation everywhere, the Europeans were well aware of the problems associated with proprietary protocols that effectively prevent interoperability. Moreover, the Europeans have had great experience with setting up "user groups" to support various technologies. So, early in 1998, someone contacted me and told me that there was a desire to set up a "BACnet Users Group" in Europe. I was happy with this news since, from the very beginning, all of us who had been working on BACnet knew that it would take support from the manufacturers for BACnet to actually make the transition from a document, a "paper tiger," to a viable commercial reality. I did have one suggestion for the founders, however. I explained that the acronym that would be associated with a "BACnet Users Group" would be "BUG" and that in English, in relation to computer technologies, "bug" was a highly undesirable thing! After my explanation, they agreed to re-cast the name of their organization to "BACnet Interest Group" and so, in May of 1998, in Frankfurt, Germany, the formation of the "BACnet Interest GroupEurope" (BIG-EU) was celebrated by about 50 attendees.
Since then, the number of BIGs has grown to about eight. I say "about" because there has been some ebb and flow in the number of BIGs in the last decade. The second BIG to form was in the United States. It was the creation of a group of people associated with colleges and universities such as Cornell, Penn State, Ohio State, the University of Cincinnati, and so on. These folks viewed themselves as revolutionaries because they wanted nothing less than to convert the building automation industry from a "manufacturer-driven" to a "user-driven" industry. I was in the thick of these discussions since I too wanted to eliminate the concern about being "locked in" to a single supplier, one of the main reasons for my personal interest in developing BACnet. One of the first problems confronting us was what to call the organization. Should it be BIG-US or possibly BIG-CU (for Colleges and Universities) or something else entirely? Finally, we decided on "BIG-North America" and in January 1999, BIG-NA held its first meeting in Chicago.
In the last decade we have added BIG-AustralAsia (BIG-AA), BIG-China (BIG-CN), BIGFinland (BIG-FI), BIG-France (BIG-FR), BIG-Italy (BIG-IT), BIG-Middle East (BIG-ME), BIG-Poland (BIG-PL), BIG-Russia (BIG-RU), and BIG-Sweden (BIG-SE). Details of each BIG can be found on the BACnet website.
The interesting thing is that each BIG has a character of its own. Some are predominantly run by manufacturers, others are more the creation of users, and some are partnerships. To some degree, this is intentional. In the early days we pondered whether we should try to impose some sort of structure on these groups. Should we propose a BIG "constitution" or set of "bylaws"? Should we establish a set of uniform membership rules? Should there be a common set of activities or programs that all BIGs should conduct? In the end we decided that each BIG should be free to respond to the unique interests and capabilities of its members and any regional business or legal requirements and should, in effect, find its own way. For the most part, this approach has worked out quite well but the result has been that there is a great deal of variation from one BIG to the next. There are now, however, some possible changes on the horizon.
THE BACnet MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION AND BACnet INTERNATIONAL
At the same time that the first BIGs were being formed, a group of U.S. manufacturers with an interest in supporting BACnet met in Colorado in late 1999. Their main concern was that there was, at the time, no formalized testing process for BACnet devices. As a result of their meeting, they decided to form the "BACnet Manufacturers' Association" (BMA). Jim Lee, President of Cimetrics, agreed to serve as the BMA's acting president. To meet the BMA's initial expenses, several of the manufacturers made loans to the fledgling organization, a sign, I thought, of their confidence in both the BMA and BACnet. The BMA's kick-off meeting was held in Dallas in February 2000 and was, according to a news item from the time, attended by a "standing-room-only crowd" of vendors, consultants, and others. The initial Board of Directors had members from Automated Logic, Alerton, Cimetrics, Delta, Lithonia Lighting, Siemens, and Simplex. The BACnet website has an interesting link to the original press release that describes the BMA's formation in its News Archive for the year 2000.
While the BMA was focusing on the creation of the BACnet Testing Laboratory (BTL), initially hosted by Cimetrics, and a viable testing and listing program, it was also conducting some educational programs that were essentially in parallel with those of BIG-NA. Although the BMA expressed an interest in helping to "sponsor" the BIG-NA conferences, some saw this as potentially at odds with the objectives of a user organization, seeking to "free itself" from any dependence on the manufacturers. Over the course of the next five years, however, it became clear that there could be important synergies if the groups could find a way to combine forces. The manufacturers could benefit from the enthusiasm and outreach of the users and the users could benefit, quite frankly, from the money along with the professionalism of the manufacturers' marketing organizations. Out of such considerations, it was decided by the leaders of both organizations to merge and found a single entity to be known as "BACnet International" (BI).
BI, which has now been active for eight years, has broadened its scope considerably from the testing and listing focus of its predecessor, the BMA. There is now a broadly based Steering Committee and committees that explicitly deal with Marketing, Education, Testing, and International Liaison activities. It is this last committee that will be seeking to assist the various BIGs worldwide in perhaps bringing some increased uniformity to their activities by helping with educational materials, suggestions for programs, and so on.
Also, for several years now, BI has co-hosted, along with Building Operating Management magazine, the National Facilities Management and Technology (NFMT) Conference that offers educational sessions about BACnet along with product displays.
MARKETING BACnet
This synopsis of the BACnet world would be incomplete without mentioning the outstanding work of two marketing and communication organizations, MarDirect in Europe and the Nardone Consulting Group in the United States.
MarDirect was originally hired by the BIG-EU's Marketing WG to publish a journal and organize a BACnet exhibition at the primary European Trade Shows, ISH and Light+Building, which take place in alternating years in Frankfurt. But its role and contributions have grown exponentially since then. Starting with the publication of the first "BACnet Journal Europe" in 1994 (with articles in both English and German), Bruno Kloubert and his dedicated staff have expanded far beyond Europe. Although based in Dortmund, Germany, MarDirect is now also publishing BACnet journals for China, France, Italy, the Middle East, and, just recently, in Spanish, for Latin America, Spain, and Portugal. Bruno has also accepted the task of publishing
the "BACnet International Journal" in cooperation with BI. All of these publications can be freely downloaded from www.bacnetjournal.org.
MarDirect's outreach has also extended beyond Europe with BACnet booths at trade shows in Dubai and China, among other places.
When the BMA regrouped to form BI in 2006, Andy McMillan of Teletrol (now Philips Teletrol) became its president. One of his first actions was to hire Natalie Nardone's company, the Nardone Consulting Group (NCG), to serve as BI's business office. Natalie and her crew have been keeping things moving here in the United States ever since. NCG provides the services for members of BI such as the Cornerstones publication, coordinates the content for the BI Journal mentioned above, and makes all the arrangements, in cooperation with the BI Marketing WG, for the BI booths at the annual AHR exhibitions and the NFMT. NCG also hosts the BI website, www.bacnetinternational.org. One of its most important features is its listing of products that have successfully gone through the BACnet Testing Laboratory process (see Chapter 1.3.4).
Before leaving this topic, I need to mention the publication work of ASHRAE itself. While its contributions have been more along the lines of member education than marketing, the ASHRAE Journal and its editor Fred Turner (and Billy Coker before him) have been staunch BACnet supporters and have, since 2002, published an annual supplement called "BACnet Today" featuring case studies, technical advances, and other BACnet news. The most recent editions have also contained articles featuring developments in "smart grid" technology with or without a direct connection to BACnet.
TESTING BACnet
As soon as BACnet was published, we knew that we needed to specify how to test BACnet products for conformance to the standard. Thus began the arduous task, doggedly led by NIST's Steve Bushby, of crafting what would eventually become ANSI/ASHRAE 135.1-2003, Method of Test for Conformance to BACnet. This standard, like BACnet itself, has been continuously maintained by SSPC 135 ever since, in order to keep it as closely aligned with developments in the protocol standard as possible.
The overall testing concept works something like this. Changes to BACnet result in changes to the tests in 135.1. Within BI is the BTL-WG, overseen by the BTL Manager, currently Duffy O'Craven, Quinda Inc. (who followed Lori Tribble, ALC, and Jim Butler, Cimetrics). From a consideration of 135.1 and discussions aimed at improving interoperability, the BTL-WG develops a "test plan," which is the basis for the testing conducted by the several BACnet Testing Laboratories. The BTL-WG also publishes a document called "Implementation Guidelines" for the benefit of those planning to develop BACnet products, whether they want to have them tested or not. This document contains suggestions aimed at helping prospective developers choose the best combination of BACnet's optional features so that their probability of achieving interoperability is improved. The current versions of both the test plan and the implementation guidelines are available from the BI website.
Anyone wishing to have a product tested makes arrangements with the BTL Manager. Again, forms and procedures are available online.
Once testing is successfully completed, a product is eligible for a "listing" from BI and may display the BTL mark (see Figure 11 .1). In Europe there is also a "certification" process that is administered by BIG-EU and described on their website. If issues have arisen during testing that indicate that something in the BACnet standard is ambiguous or incorrect, the BTL-WG contacts the SSPC's TI-WG and, hopefully, things get straightened out by making appropriate clarifications or corrections to either Standard 135 or Standard 135.1 as appropriate.
suMMarY
This chapter has been a cursory introduction to the ever-expanding world of BACnet. I have to admit that many of us thought the work would slow to a crawl once the standard was published in 1995 but it hasn't worked out that way. New features and refinements are being added on a continuous basis. The next chapter will give you some history of how the standard came to be, if you are interested. Then we will get into the technical details. Now, in a way, I understand his point. You really don't need to know about BACnet's history in order to understand and use the protocol or to install or troubleshoot BACnet systems. In fact, if you don't care about it, you can just skip to the next chapter. You won't hurt my feelings! But, if you want to become a true "BACneteer," you will probably find the history fascinating, at the very least. BACnet, for many of us, has been a cause worth fighting for over the course of many years. Thomas "Jefferson" Ertsgaard, a facilities manager at Penn State and one of the "founding fathers" of the BACnet Interest Group-North America, viewed the group as a way to further the "revolution to change a vendor-driven market to a user-driven market." To the vendors of that day, these were fighting words. Needless to say, this revolution has not been without strife and the occasional casualty.
Today, happily, BACnet is a well-established reality. In the next few pages I will share with you some of my personal recollections as to how BACnet came to be.
tHe BeGInnInG
For me, at least, it all started with the arrival of the first microprocessor-based direct digital control (DDC) systems. We, at Cornell, had installed a diskless IBM System/7 minicomputer in the mid-1970s that was interfaced to our manual control system, a Honeywell Selectrographic 6, through a series of binary outputs and relays. It allowed the operator to start and stop remote fans and pumps, pull up a 35 mm slide of the selected system, and even listen to the audio from an intercom system in the remote mechanical room. In its second iteration, a System/7 with a 5 Mb disk, we could even communicate with computer-less field equipment via a 1200 bps serial communications link. Then, around the year 1980, Johnson Controls introduced their "digital system controller," the DSC-8500.
Although Johnson Controls would have liked to have sold us their JC 85/40 "head-end" computer, we eventually were able to get them to give us the protocol specification that allowed us to communicate with our new DSCs directly from the System/7. It turned out to be nontrivial to turn the protocol spec into viable software on the System/7 but, after about a year or so, we ended up with one central computer and three different types of field equipment. We really wanted an integrated user interface and that is exactly what we ended up with.
Then the real trouble began. All the controls companies began offering DDC equipmentand none of them could communicate with each other. I've always argued that this was not a vendor conspiracy to limit competition and lock in customers based on the incompatibility of their communication technology, although this was exactly the effect that it had. I've always thought that it was simply the consequence of wanting to use the new microprocessor/communication capabilities in building controls and, in each company's eagerness to get their new products to the market, they simply sent their engineers off with the mandate to come up with some kind, any kind, of communication protocol that would work. Given that scenario, similar but different, incompatible results would be entirely expected. Of course, I might have been wrong all these years; maybe the companies did want their protocols to be incompatible!
WHat's an "asHrae"?
In any event, I began to wonder who was working on a standard protocol. It was clear to me that the lack of a standard would ultimately present a huge impediment to the widespread adoption of DDC technology. Who would want to invest in DDC equipment knowing that their system could only be expanded with equipment from a single supplier? It just didn't make sense and it certainly would cause a problem for us at Cornell because, even though we had proven that we could write drivers to talk with whatever system we might acquire (assuming we could get our hands on the protocol spec), the practice was clearly not scalable. In fact, it was a real pain.
So, sometime in late 1980, I went to see our acting director of Facilities Engineering-Bill Albern-to see if he had any ideas on the subject. Bill was a mechanical engineer but was always interested in the latest and greatest technology. In fact, he had one of the very first computers in the building-a RadioShack TRS-80-that he used to do some equipment sizing calculations. I explained the problem to him and he suggested I should see what "ASHRAE" was doing about it. Now, I have to admit, with my background in physics, astronomy, aviation, and a few other things, I had no idea what ASHRAE even was. I quickly learned the acronym stood for the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers. I learned that it was the pre-eminent professional society for all matters dealing with HVAC&R (heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration) as applied to building systems, including the control of all these systems. I also learned that Bill was responsible for the foundation of an ASHRAE chapter in our region of New York, the Southern Tier Chapter-a real founding father.
I was a bit skeptical about Bill's suggestion that I should attend the next national-level ASHRAE society meeting. I was skeptical because I thought that other societies such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers or the Instrument Society of America (now the International Society of Automation) would be more appropriate venues for the development of a computer communication protocol standard. I was also skeptical because the meeting was to be held in Chicago in January.
Nonetheless, in January 1981, I voyaged to the brutally windy city of Chicago and found myself at the plenary meeting of Technical Committee (TC) 1.4, Control Theory and Application. This seemed like it might be the right entry point. Indeed, the chair of the committee was a gentleman from Johnson Controls named Dennis Miller and so I felt certain I would soon know what ASHRAE was planning to do to address this most critical problem.
But the meeting ended without a single word being uttered about DDC communications. I went up to Dennis, introduced myself, and asked him why the subject had not even come up. He smiled and told me, basically, to forget about it. A standard would never come about because the vendors would never support it. It simply wasn't in their best interests. I went away somewhat discouraged but by no means broken. I decided, based on the rest of the discussions, that ASHRAE and TC 1.4 might indeed be the place to try to get some interest in developing a standard. So I joined the committee and began to attend meetings regularly, every six months, and began the long process of figuring out how things work within the Society. TC 1.4 had a Standards Subcommittee (as do many of the TCs), and I began to lobby my fellow committee members to support the idea of a standard. Two years later, in 1983, I wrote a symposium paper entitled "Data Communications in Energy Management and Control Systems: Issues Affecting Standardization" that was published in ASHRAE Transactions (available, if you are interested in ancient history, from www.bacnet.org/bibliography). In short, I agitated.
In June of 1984 I found myself at the ASHRAE Annual Meeting in Kansas City riding in a crowded elevator at the Radisson Muehlebach Hotel with none other than Dennis Miller. We were on opposite sides of the elevator but made eye contact. Dennis was no longer TC chair but we had gotten to know each other a bit over the several years I had been going to meetings and he had followed my exploits, at least to some degree. As I was getting off at my floor, Dennis looked over and whispered, "Maybe a standard wouldn't be such a bad idea." I knew at that moment I had arrived! 2.3 tItLe, PurPose, anD sCoPe (tPs)
By 1986 I had learned enough about ASHRAE's inner workings to actually get something started. Someone on the Standards Committee, convinced that a communication standard for DDC systems had merit, said to me, "Well, just write up a TPS and we'll see what we can do." By this time, I had the support of my TC 1.4 colleagues and the TC formally approved the submission of a request for a project committee in June. But I still had some doubts about the form the project should take. About this time, the ASHRAE Standards Committee had created a new type of document called a "guideline." It didn't have the force and effect of a full-fledged "standard" but it also didn't have to clear as many hurdles in terms of getting consensus and resolving the issues that commenters might raise. Moreover, I expected some serious pushback from the big controls companies so I thought this lesser document might not produce as much controversy. So my TPS was submitted in a "Request for ASHRAE Guideline" This was the request submitted to the Standards Committee. Looking back on it, it was a bare bones outline of the effort to come, but it did form the core of the early work. Fortunately, there were members of the Standards Committee astute enough to realize that such an effort, to be successful, really had to be a standard, not a guideline. And they weren't about to be cowed by any industry naysayers. Soon after they received the request, someone from the committee came to me and asked the question that went to the heart of the issue: "Shouldn't this really be a standard?" "Yes," I said, and explained my concerns. "Don't worry," I was told, "the industry really needs this!" The second question I was asked was "Do you know anybody who could chair this committee?" I allowed that I would be willing to serve if the Standards Committee wanted me to. They agreed-and the die was cast.
sPC 135P Is Born
In January of 1987, in a wet and snowy New York City, the Standards Committee approved the formation of Standard Project Committee (SPC) 135P, the "P" signifying that a new standard a BrIef HIstorY • 17 was being proposed. They also decided on an adjusted title for the SPC-"Energy Monitoring Control Systems Message Protocol." Most people just referred to it as the "ASHRAE protocol."
The news spread quickly and the editor of the Energy User News (EUN), Rick Mullin, invited a group a controls and facilities folks to his office to discuss the new development. While most of those present hailed the possibility that ASHRAE had decided to take on the task of developing a standard, there was also a bit of skepticism. The one comment I will never forget was from a facilities manager who was obviously not well-versed in computer technology (of course in 1987, this was not uncommon). "We've got ASCII and RS-232, what do we need a standard for? You guys are wasting your time!"
If you don't see the absurdity in this statement, let me explain. "ASCII" is the American Standard Code for Information Interchange. It is essentially a table of numbers, each of which represents a letter of the alphabet, selected punctuation marks, and some other symbols like "$" and "+". "RS-232" (now "EIA-232") is a standard that describes how computers and modems can be hooked together in a standard way. So saying, we have "ASCII and RS-232, why do we need a standard?" is like saying "We have an alphabet and writing paper, why do we need the English language?" I didn't try to explain it to the guy because most of the other attendees didn't need an explanation.
Later that day, there was also some incredulity on the part of the attendees at our ASHRAE Region 1 dinner. They just thought I was on a fool's errand; that the opposition from the big controls companies would simply crush the effort. Maybe I should have listened to them, but I didn't.
For the rest of that apocryphal New York City meeting, I began receiving suggestions for membership from meeting attendees who had heard about the committee's imminent creation. By far the most significant suggestion came from an old ASHRAE hand, Warren Hurley, a longtime engineer at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). He suggested I consider a guy named Steve Bushby, an NBS engineer who didn't have too much computer experience but who did have a burning desire to get involved. We met at the Carnegie Deli and, over the first of many beers to come, discussed what might lie ahead. Steve knew one of the keys to acceptance on any committee: he cheerfully volunteered to be secretary. Not only does a secretary have the immediate gratitude of the chairman by relieving him of the onerous task of recording the minutes but, by virtue of being the keeper of the minutes, knows almost everything about what is going on. Steve's participation was pivotal to BACnet's success as we slogged on through the years of struggle. After about 13 years as secretary and vice-chair, Steve finally moved into the chair, the second of the five chairs the BACnet committee has had from 1987 until 2013.
tHe PLan
Back home, the next few months were spent selecting the members of the initial committee. The process was a bit like the one on the old TV show, Mission Impossible. Each show began with "Mr. Phelps" sorting through his stack of agents to pick his team. I, too, sorted through a stack of applications, trying to pick a balanced committee (as required by ASHRAE) of people from manufacturers, users, and the general interest category. I personally knew only a few of the applicants, so it was not an easy task.
The other pressing need was to develop a plan of attack. Much of the doubt expressed in New York had arisen because most of the doubters had absolutely no idea how such a standard protocol could be developed. This was where my ten years of wrestling with computers stood me in good stead. Not only did I know a standard could be produced, I even had a pretty good idea of how to go about it. These ideas were refined over the next several months with my Cornell colleague Joel Bender who remains, to this day, one of the most talented software developers I've ever known. The plan that emerged was to divide the problem into three discrete parts and to write up a description of the work that would need to be done to flesh out the concepts involved.
The first part was to figure out how to represent the functioning of a digital controller in a way that could be applied to any controller, regardless of the manufacturer. An "analog input," for example, should have a set of attributes that are common to anyone's implementation. This led to the description of the "Data Type and Attribute Working Group."
The second part was to decide what messages should be exchanged between devices to allow them to communicate about their operation. We knew that the messages would have to pertain, specifically, to the functioning of DDC devices and facilitate dialogs concerning alarms, schedules, starting and stopping of equipment, reading of sensor values and changing of operating parameters, etc. These thoughts led to a write-up of the work of an "Applications Services Working Group."
The third and final part was to define how the various data elements would be represented as zeros and ones. Again, many possibilities existed but, as someone once observed, the process of standardization is that of limiting choice. So we put together a description of a "Primitive Data Format Working Group."
nasHVILLe, 1987
The first meeting of SPC 135P was held at the famous Opryland Hotel in Nashville, Tennessee. Most of us had never met face-to-face so there was a bit of nervousness in the room, at least on my part. Moreover, although I had tried to assemble the best group I could, I was somewhat limited in my choices, particularly with respect to the biggest companies. They had generally chosen to submit membership applications on behalf of their sales and marketing folks, rather than their engineering and technical people. I had the feeling that most of these guys were there mainly to observe rather than do actual work. Steve Bushby recalls that there was a "lot of posturing and puffery" going on between the manufacturers' representatives, all contending for the Alpha Dog position.
There was also a concern that one (or more) of the big companies would attempt to try to jam their existing protocol down the committee's throat, thus gaining a serious advantage over their competitors since they could then point to their protocol as being the "standard." But from my own hands-on experience with several of the protocols, I knew that none of the existing protocols would meet the needs of the industry, at least as I perceived them. To deal with this, I asked the committee to brainstorm what would represent, in their minds, the characteristics of a "good protocol." One of the purposes of this little exercise was to give us a common idea of where we wanted to go and whether or not we should decide to adopt an existing protocol, adapt an existing protocol, or develop our own. Secondarily, I was quite sure it would make clear that there was no existing protocol-from the big manufacturers or anyone else for that 
. Stability under realistic loads
Obviously, what any of these criteria would actually mean in practice would have to be determined but the exercise had its desired effect: there was never any attempt to claim that an existing protocol filled the bill and we had a useful set of requirements against which to measure our efforts.
WorKInG GrouPs are forMeD
The next item on my agenda was to set the stage for actually getting some work done. My plan was to ask for suggestions for subcommittees, which I would call "working groups" (WGs) to suggest that they were actually designed to produce work, and at the appropriate moment to introduce the descriptions of the three WGs that Joel and I had prepared, along with some feedback from several other "co-conspirators." I wanted the working groups to begin work and report back at the next meeting with their recommendations for solving the particular issues assigned to each group. Steve Bushby, already my trusted confederate, was aware of the strategy and had agreed to move the formation of the WGs at my signal. I was supposed to tug my ear, wink or some other such thing. At the appropriate moment, Steve made his motion which was promptly seconded by one of our engineering consultants, Jim Coggins. The tension in the room was palpable. Many expected this to be a typical "organizational meeting," a discussion of philosophy and the obvious barriers to accomplishing a specific mission. As a result many were unprepared for the specificity of the tasks laid before them. The big company "observers," in particular, looked fearful. They were going to have to go on the record as supporting our effort or be seen as obstructionist. It was like a guy with one foot on a dock and the other on a speed boat: the boat's engine was revving and the guy would have to decide whether to get on the boat, stay on the dock, or risk being split in half. Happily, everyone decided to get on board and the rest, as they say, is history.
"BaCnet" Gets Its naMe
The name assigned to our standard development project by the ASHRAE Standards Committee was a real mouthful: "Energy Monitoring Control Systems Message Protocol." Even though most people referred to it as simply the "ASHRAE Protocol," even we engineers knew that the standard needed, indeed deserved, a better name. It needed a name with some pizzazz, some panache, something memorable. At the meeting in Vancouver in June 1989, a number of names were circulated and people were asked to suggest additional ones. Some were obvious losers such as the "ASHRAE Networking Protocol" which people would surely refer to as "ASHnet." Would anyone want a protocol that might reduce their building to ashes?
Others were more promising but led to poor acronyms: "ASHRAE Digital Open Building Environment (ADOBE)," "ASHRAE Facilities Automation Protocol (AFAP)," "ASHRAE Protocol for Building Control (APBC)," and so on. One that had particular promise was "BACtalk." This name paralleled Apple's "Appletalk" protocol and Digital Equipment Corporation's "DECtalk," although the latter was not, strictly speaking, a data communication protocol. The problem with BACtalk, though, was that for some it had unpleasant connotations. One of the guys pointed out that if, as a child, he gave his parents any backtalk, his father would paddle his behind! (This connotation notwithstanding, Alerton later decided to adopt BACtalk as the name of its BACnet protocol implementation.)
Eventually, we all settled on "BACnet" as the name of choice, it was submitted to the Standards Committee for their blessing, and our standard became officially known as "BACnet-A Data Communication Protocol for Building Automation and Control Networks."
tHe ControLs CoMPanIes WeIGH In
No historical accounting of BACnet would be complete without some mention of the contributions, positive and not so much, of the controls companies. In order for BACnet to succeed, these companies-large and small-would need to adopt, implement, and support the standard in their products. The following are strictly my own recollections of the roles some of the companies played, and are playing, in the BACnet saga.
ALERTON
I first heard the word "Alerton" in October of 1992 when I was in Seattle as a guest of the Washington State Energy Office to present ASHRAE's Professional Development Seminar (PDS) IV on "DDC for HVAC Monitoring and Control." As a sort of warm-up exercise, we would traditionally go around the room and ask the attendees to tell us about what sort of experience, if any, they had had with direct digital control: what kind of systems, which manufacturers, and so on. I had started with the design and presentation of this particular PDS in 1984 and was to give it a grand total of 40 times over the next 12 years. In the early days, most attendees had zero experience with DDC and, indeed, knew next to nothing about computing of any sort. The personal computer was still a novelty. By the time I arrived in Seattle, however, more and more attendees were starting to come to the seminar with some real-world, hands-on experience. Still, as we went around the room, I was surprised to hear the attendees, again and a BrIef HIstorY • 21 again, name "Alerton" as the system they were using. I had never heard of it. I later learned that "Alerton" was a name that had been coined by the three founders of the company, Al Lucas, Clair Jenkins, and Tony Fassbind. The "Al" came from Al, the "er" from Clair and the "ton" from Tony. All quite logical. Al, it turned out, was Clair's father-in-law and an astute businessman and controls entrepreneur. Clair was the President and lead businessman after Al retired and Tony was the CEO as well as chief technologist.
I learned all this and promptly forgot most of it until I found myself, in September 1995, 3 years later, back in Seattle to present PDS IV one more time. This time was different in several respects. For one thing, BACnet had finally been published in June of that year. Unlike previous presentations of the PDS, where we had explained the basic principles of the new protocol that was still under active development but that no one could actually use because there were not yet any products, this time we could point to a new and exciting reality. This time was also different because I received an invitation to go to dinner with two of the principals of Alerton-Clair and Tony.
As we settled into our seats at Cutters Bayhouse, a chic restaurant about a block up Western Avenue from the famous Pike Place Market, Clair and Tony began to tell me of their plans to implement BACnet throughout their product line. Although they would continue to build and support products that used their legacy Ibex protocol, BACnet would be offered in all their new products. They wanted to know what I thought about their idea. Frankly, I was a bit concerned. The protocol had just been published, there were still very few actual products available, and no one could really say whether BACnet would flourish or die. I, of course, hoped it would flourish but I certainly could not guarantee it. I wondered what they would think of their decision if BACnet ultimately went belly up.
As we worked on another round of beverages, Clair and Tony explained more about their decision-making thought process. As they saw it, they couldn't lose. Their legacy protocol was getting a bit long in the tooth and would no longer meet what they foresaw to be their future needs. They would either have to develop a new protocol from scratch or find one that they could adopt. BACnet had come along at just the right time. They had analyzed its capabilities and firmly believed it could fill the bill. And, because it was an ASHRAE consensus standard, they could implement it at will, without license fees or other obligations. So, no matter what might happen to BACnet otherwise, Alerton would have a powerful new protocol essentially for free. On the other side of the ledger, if BACnet should just happen to become a commercial success and take over the world, Alerton would be one of its first adopters and have products ready to roll to take advantage of BACnet's popularity. For Alerton, therefore, this was clearly a winning situation no matter what. I felt much better.
Much later on I learned about what had been happening inside the company from Bill Swan. Bill, who joined the BACnet committee after publication of the original standard when the committee had become a Standing Standard Project Committee, had joined Alerton in 1995 as an embedded systems engineer. This is his account: 
AMERICAN AUTO-MATRIX
American Auto-Matrix (AAM) was a small, but progressive, controls company located just east of Pittsburgh in Export, Pennsylvania. I say "progressive" because its engineering leader, David M. Fisher, also known as the "Big Fish," had been grappling with the issue of the lack of data communication standards since the advent of networked DDC. But Dave had gone way beyond what others had done, or even thought of doing: he actually took two of the company's protocols and published them. Thus, the "Public Host Protocol" (PHP) and the "Public Unitary Protocol" (PUP) were already available to anyone who wanted to use them. Of course, the idea that any of the other controls companies would jump on AAM's bandwagon was, at best, wishful thinking.
It turns out that Dave and I were-and are-kindred spirits. Confronted with the same basic facts, I had started to work on something I called the "Alpha Protocol." My idea was the same as Dave's. All that needed to happen was to publish a protocol, thus making it "open," and the industry would flock to it. Unlike PHP and PUP which were actually published, the Alpha Protocol never saw the light of day and, to be completely honest, never got beyond the outline stage. The reason was that I had been convinced by various colleagues and confidantes that the only way a protocol would have a chance of being accepted was if it emanated from an "authority" such as IEEE or ASHRAE, although, as I described earlier, I was a bit dubious about a computer standard coming from a organization dedicated to heating, refrigerating, and a BrIef HIstorY • 23 air conditioning. But, as it turns out, ASHRAE has tremendous clout in the BACS industry and has long since proven to be, indeed, the right home for BACnet.
In any event, Dave and his AAM colleague Larry Gelburd attended the first meeting of SPC 135P in 1987 and Dave is still making contributions to this day, an exceptional display of dedication and perseverance. Dave now has his own company, PolarSoft; Larry has moved to another industry; and AAM is under new, but still dedicated, leadership. Its Chief Technology Officer, Paul Jordan, is currently serving on BACnet International's Board of Directors.
ANDOVER
The Infomart is, arguably, one of Dallas' most notable landmarks. Modeled after London's famous Crystal Palace, site of the first World's Fair, it is a soaring replica of Victorian architecture with its plate glass walls and lacework facade of white arches and columns. It was there that Johnson Controls decided to host a forum in January 1988, the day before the second SPC 135P committee meeting was about to begin, to discuss "open protocols" and the industry's thoughts about them. Of the various panel discussions and presentations, two were memorable. The first was from a guy from IBM who couldn't understand why a committee had been formed to create a protocol for building automation systems. "We don't need such a protocol," he opined, "because we already have Ethernet!" It was as ridiculous as the previously reported statement about ASCII and RS-232.
The other notable speaker was a fellow from Andover, Frank Grenon (which is why I am relating this little bit of history here). He got up and started ranting about what our committee was, or was not, doing and why it was all wrong. To make matters worse, he made his statements with the assurance of someone who had actually been to our first meeting, while in fact, neither he nor the person from Andover that I had selected for the committee had been to that meeting or taken part in any of our subsequent discussions. Virtually everything that Frank said was incorrect and it created a mini-firestorm among those in the audience who knew what had really been going on. The crowd was so furious with Frank that, apparently chastened, he called his Andover colleague right after the forum and urged him to get to Dallas as soon as possible in the hope that Andover's credibility could be restored by actually taking part in the ASHRAE deliberations. The next day, Richard E. Morley showed up.
Morley, it turned out, more than made up for our initial skirmish with Frank. Dick, as he is known to his friends and colleagues, turned out to be "the" Dick Morley who was already a legendary figure in the world of process controls. A serial founder and leader of high technology companies, Dick founded the Modicon Corporation in 1968, a manufacturer of computerized industrial process controls, and Andover Controls, itself, in 1976. "Modicon" stood for "Morley Digital Controls" and their communication protocol, which thrives to the present day, was called "Modbus" for "Morley Digital Bus." Dick was with us for only three years but during that time he was a source of unflagging moral support. He also took some pride in referring to himself as a member of the "lunatic fringe." At one meeting he showed up with a heavy cardboard box. It contained copies of one of William Stallings' classic books on computer networking, enough for each member of the committee. After the three years had gone by, Dick decided that our success was assured, even though he knew we had a long way to go-and he bid us farewell, wishing us good fortune and promising us the on-going support of Andover. Soon thereafter, Kevin Sweeney joined our ranks (Kevin went on to become a VP of Engineering) and, true to Dick's word, Andover has been supportive of BACnet ever since. Nowadays, Andover is a part of Schneider Electric but continues to make BACnet products.
AUTOMATED LOGIC CORPORATION
One day in 1995 I got a call from Kennesaw, Georgia. The caller introduced himself as Gerry Hull, President/CEO of Automated Logic Corporation (ALC). I learned that he pronounced his name as if it were spelled "Gary." He (or one of his colleagues) told me later that this spelling of his name was useful. If someone called him and asked for "Jerry" he knew immediately that it was someone who didn't know him and he could then decide whether to talk to the caller or put him off until later. From his folksy drawl I could tell almost immediately that Gerry was a true southern gentleman. He was calling, he said, because he was contemplating having his company adopt BACnet in all their new products, a significant undertaking. Before doing so, though, he wanted to actually meet the people who were behind this new protocol and "look them in the eye" to try to gauge their mettle. The protocol, he concluded, had to have "legs" and the people behind it had to be the sort of folks he could trust.
I told Gerry he was in luck. Not only would I be delighted to meet with him but, if he were willing to only come half way to Ithaca and stop in Gaithersburg, Maryland, not only could he meet with me, he could meet with the entire BACnet committee since we were about to have a meeting there. He could look everybody in the eye! He agreed and, true to his word, he arrived in Gaithersburg with Eric Craton, ALC's VP of Operations, in tow. For nearly an entire day he listened to our deliberations, had lunch with us, and met with what was then pretty much the entire BACnet crew. He and Eric seemed quite happy when they left and we had been favorably impressed with them. We must have passed muster because soon thereafter ALC announced its decision to jump into BACnet with both feet. They have been staunch supporters ever since and Dave Robin, one of ALC's longest-serving software engineers, became the BACnet committee's fourth Chairman in 2008.
CIMETRICS
Cimetrics was not around at the start of the SPC 135P effort for one very good reason: the company wasn't founded until 1989. But not long after BACnet was published, in 1995, I got a call from Jim Lee, the president of the company, who wanted to visit me. It turned out he was a "local boy" from Ithaca and his father was Cornell professor, and the 1996 Nobel laureate in physics, David Lee. Jim, in other words, had an exceptional pedigree. Jim had started Cimetrics to develop products for the embedded controls market and had heard about this "BACnet thing." We had a great discussion and, together with Jim Butler, another guy with Ithaca roots, they decided that BACnet was a good fit for their company. Jim Lee went on to become the first president of the BACnet Manufacturers' Association in 2000 and Jim Butler headed up the first incarnation of the BACnet Testing Laboratory, in its formative years, at their Boston headquarters. Today, Jim Lee is promoting the use of BACnet in smart grid work and Jim Butler is the convener of the IT-WG, leading the effort to try to find ways of bringing the worlds of BACnet and Information Technologies into closer alignment.
a BrIef HIstorY • 25 2.9.6 DELTA Delta came on board in 1993 and has stayed committed to BACnet ever since. This is due in no small part to Raymond Rae, one of the company's founders and its Vice President. He has, apparently, long seen the virtue in a standard protocol and has helped to support it around the world, notably in China, Germany, and the United Kingdom. I mention these countries because I have been with him on the ground in these places and seen him at work but I'm sure his evangelization extends even further. For the last several years, he has been trying to improve the effectiveness of the International Liaison committee within BI. Not surprisingly, his enthusiasm has worked its way throughout the company. For example, sometime in the 1990s, Bill MacGowan, Raymond's North American Sales Manager at that time, converted an old school bus into a traveling display of Delta's BACnet equipment. They dubbed it the "BACbus" and it became a star attraction that could be seen at trade shows and customer sites for a number of years, though I don't know where it is today. More recently, in 2012, Carl Neilson, one of Delta's premier project managers, became the BACnet committee's fifth chairman. Carl has been a prodigious contributor to BACnet's development ever since he joined the committee in the mid-1990s and is the undisputed holder of the record for submitting the most change proposals. The tally now stands at slightly more than 140, most of which have resulted in significant improvements to the standard. It is doubtful that these beneficial changes would have been made without Carl's effort and dedication-and the support of his company.
HONEYWELL
Sometime in the early 1990s, Barry Bridges invited me to come to Minneapolis to talk to the local ASHRAE chapter about BACnet. Barry, an alumnus of the ASHRAE Professional Development Seminar program, which is where we had gotten to know each other, was then a facilities manager at the University of Minnesota (he is now with the consulting firm of Sebesta Blomberg). Although my talk was to be in the evening, he arranged a luncheon at the university with some of the area's controls people. After the meal, Barry asked if anyone wanted to ask me a question. One of the questioners, who turned out to be a Honeywell dealer, started by saying "Well, Mr. Newman, I'm not so sure you're doing us any great favor by developing a communication standard. After all, right now I've got all my customers locked in. If they want to expand their systems they have to come to me. My competitors are completely shut out!" When my turn came to respond, I asked the gentleman whether he thought his competitors, too, had their customers "locked in." "Sure," he replied. "And do you have any way to sell to them?" "No, they're all locked in." "Well," I said, "if there is a standard, it is true your competitors may have a chance to take some of your customers, assuming they're not happy with you of course, but you, too, will have a chance to stretch out and maybe take some of your competitors' customers away, isn't that right?" "Hmm," he said, "I hadn't thought of it that way!" The fact that the guy sold Honeywell gear is really beside the point since his views were typical of many in the industry at that time.
Nonetheless, Honeywell was vehemently opposed to BACnet from day one. For many years, their chief spokesman was Gideon Shavit, a Honeywell Fellow. He basically thought that ASHRAE should limit itself to developing an "island-to-island" protocol where each island represented a group of devices that continued to speak their own proprietary protocol. Each island would have a gateway from the ASHRAE protocol to the proprietary one. Gideon was unmoved by the fact that IBM had proposed exactly such a solution called the "Facilities Automation Control Network" (FACN) and that the German government had sponsored its own version of such an approach called the "Firm-neutral Data Communication" (FND) protocol. The former was already extinct by the time Gideon made his pitch to the committee and FND, while it has lingered for years, is all but gone. Nonetheless, Gideon was given the floor at an apocryphal interim meeting of the SPC in Gaithersburg, Maryland. After he had spoken for about an hour, we decided to take a straw poll to find out how many members of the committee agreed with Gideon and how many wanted to proceed to develop the far more comprehensive solution that I thought most of us wanted. Gideon's hand was the only one to go up-but he had been treated with dignity and respect and got his "day in court" even though his was the only voice in favor.
But Honeywell's efforts to derail our work were far from over. When, in November 1991, the 507 comments that were received as a result of the first public review of our draft standard were inspected, 192 of them came from Honeywell and of these 186 were from Gideon and his colleague on the committee, Anil Saigal. The following January, at our meeting in Anaheim, Gideon was overheard boasting in the hallway that Honeywell's barrage of comments had managed to slow things down by "at least 2 or 3 years." In fact, the delay was probably more like 18 months but it was still significant. Part of this came about because of the need to "resolve" even the most specious of comments. Such comments today would be intercepted by ASHRAE staff and rejected as not meeting the most fundamental requirements: a comment is supposed to indicate the part of the draft standard that the commenter believes to be problematic and suggest an appropriate solution. Gideon's most notorious comment was his first: "Honeywell is voting *no! for the approval of BACnet spec as is." Since all of us on the committee were new to the public review process, we tried to respond by pointing out all the procedural deficiencies with this comment such as the fact that companies don't even have a vote. This led to more timeconsuming written exchanges of reply and response. Eventually, we resolved the comment by simply "accepting" it. This ended the absurd discussion.
But the worst was yet to come. Throughout our deliberations on the myriad of technical decisions that had to be made to develop the standard, we would often confront differing perspectives from Anil, presumably representing the thoughts of his Honeywell colleagues back at the ranch. On a number of occasions we would agree to make concessions that we "could all live with," although with little to no enthusiasm, on the theory that it was important to get buy-in from Honeywell which was, at the time, still one of the largest controls companies on the planet. Imagine the committee's outrage when, of the 228 comments received from the second public review, 93 came from 8 different Honeywell commenters, most of whom argued that we had erred in adopting Anil's proposals! Gideon and Anil had waited until the draft was ready to go out for review before they even passed it by their colleagues and then they urged them to comment often and loudly.
But the world turns. The Honeywell Commercial Systems Division in Arlington Heights, Gideon's stomping grounds, was closed down, possibly because of Honeywell's general resistance to embracing industry standards if they could be avoided. Gideon himself retired to become an industry consultant and Honeywell eventually decided that it needed to have a BACnet product line. Rather than developing such products itself, the company purchased Alerton. Many saw it as somewhat ironic, given the history, that a Honeyweller, Bill Swan of Honeywell/Alerton, became the BACnet committee's third chairman. But Bill, who came from the Alerton side of the house, served his 4-year term with distinction and competence and Honeywell is now a a BrIef HIstorY • 27 reasonably proud BACnet supporter! As mentioned above, Bill passed away suddenly in 2011 but an award in his honor, the Swan Award, was created by Dave Fisher of PolarSoft and is given each year to an individual who, through his/her actions, "demonstrates the qualities of integrity, selflessness, camaraderie, and fierce dedication to the standard that we admired in Bill."
JOHNSON CONTROLS
Johnson sent a representative to the committee at the very start. As was the case with all of the representatives of the major companies, the main goal seemed to be to just keep track of the proceedings and look out for the company's interests rather than contribute anything of great substance. But that changed over time and John Ruiz, when he became the Johnson representative, made many significant contributions to the cause. When Steve Bushby at NIST (still called the National Bureau of Standards when the BACnet committee first met) set up a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) so that his lab facilities could be used by BACnet implementers as a place to test their work, John brought in a PC on which had been loaded their test BACnet implementation. This was in 1993 and Johnson thus had the distinction of being the first vendor to have actual BACnet software. It looked like Johnson was well on its way to being the first of the "Big Three" (Honeywell, Johnson, and Powers (now Siemens)), the three vendors who in those days had among them the lion's share of the building controls market), to have a viable commercial BACnet product. We hoped, at least, that this would be the case since we recognized that BACnet's long-term success could well depend on whether or not the big companies would actually adopt it.
The next winter, the ASHRAE and BACnet committee meetings were in New Orleans. Since the Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigerating (AHR) Exposition is held in conjunction with the winter meetings, the vendors usually sponsor some type of "hospitality suite" in order to entertain their customers and prospective customers. Johnson's "suite" was over the top. They rented the New Orleans Superdome, which has a capacity of around 70,000, for their party. They set up tables near the end zone with hors d'oeurves and drinks and there were a few footballs laying around that the guests could toss in order to fulfill their NFL fantasies. Johnson's host that evening was Robert Netolicka, Vice President and General Manager of the company, from their home office in Milwaukee. After we had had a couple of drinks, Bushby and I decided to talk with him to see if we could find out if Johnson was really going to adopt BACnet and when. Netolicka assured us that, as soon as BACnet was finalized, it would "be Johnson's protocol." This sounded great. Unfortunately, it was not to be.
In fact, as soon as BACnet was published in 1995, Johnson took a profoundly different approach. Their primary spokesman in those days, Brian Kammers, went around the country telling people that "There are many protocols, they are all good, and Johnson is prepared to give its customers whatever they want." We called this the "all things to all people" approach. They declined to take a stand and support BACnet or any other protocol. Rather, they wanted their customers to tell them which protocol to use. This is like asking a TV buyer whether they want their circuits' resistors to be carbon or wire-wound. Who would know? A customer just wants something that works. It was all very disappointing. Now, nearly 20 years later, Johnson finally does have some viable BACnet products but they are still playing catch-up because they passed-up on their golden opportunity to the be the first company with real BACnet products right out of the 1995 starting gate. 
SIEMENS
Back in the primordial days of DDC (and BACnet), the "Big Three," Honeywell, Johnson, and Powers, ruled the Earth, at least that part of it in the United States. Together they commanded somewhere in the neighborhood of 90% of the controls market with all the other controls companies fighting for the scraps. Among these smaller players in the United States were a number of powerful European companies and they began a process of mergers, acquisitions, and buy-outs that lasted for several decades. "Powers," a company that was already the result of a merger of the Mark Controls Corporation and the Powers Regulator Company, was acquired by Landis and Gyr, a Swiss company, becoming "Landis and Gyr Powers." Staefa Control System merged, I believe, with Landis and Gyr forming "Landis and Staefa." Meanwhile, Siemens, the German giant, began acquiring nearly everything in sight including all of the aforementioned along with Cerberus, Elektrowatt, and probably even more. Today, while the Big Three don't have quite the same grip on the market that they once did, Siemens is clearly near the top of the heap.
As far as BACnet is concerned, all of the companies mentioned above were represented to some extent in the development of the protocol. But Siemens, like the other big companies, had differing opinions about supporting a standard, depending on whom you talked to. Siemens was one of the founding members of the BMA in 2001, for example, but as recently as 2008, I had a senior VP (of the U.S. division) tell me that they much preferred to sell systems that used their proprietary protocol because they figured they could make more money. In Europe, on the other hand, where standards are seen as essential to international trade and thus to most European companies' very existence, Siemens has been a prominent supporter of BACnet since even before it became a European pre-standard, ENV 1805-1, in 1997. "Pre-standards" are technologies that are deemed to be worthy enough of consideration for final standardization that they may be specified in certain types of public procurement even before reaching that stage.
In 1996, for example, ISO/TC 205 met in Harrogate, U.K. The German delegate was a rather legendary Siemens engineer named Hans Kranz who was the company's representative in literally dozens of standards committees at both the national and international levels. Steve Bushby, Bill Swan, and I were there, representing the United States. We wanted to see if we could get the ISO committee to accept our newly published BACnet standard as a potential ISO standard but weren't sure how it would be received. After all, many perceived it to be an "American" standard, perhaps developed without much international input, even though that was far from the truth. We were particularly curious to see if Germany might be willing to join us in our effort. I had been warned by someone that Hans might be difficult to deal with so it was with some trepidation that I sought him out at the bar after our first meeting was over. As it turned out, we hit it off immediately, owing in part to the fortuitous fact that each of us had a BrIef HIstorY • 29 spent a considerable amount of time in the other's country as young men. I had spent several summers in the early 1960s traveling around Germany and living and working as an engineering student in Berlin and Hans had worked on a cruise ship in American waters and had traveled the United States from coast to coast. So Hans and I enjoyed several pints together, regaling each other with tales of derring-do in an eclectic mix of English and German, before I posed the question to him that I had been wanting to ask. "So, do you think Germany would be willing to support BACnet as an ISO standard?" His answer was immediate and actually a bit surprising. "Of course!" he said. "BACnet is our standard too!" What we neophytes in the international standards world hadn't appreciated was that BACnet was already being considered a European "pre-standard" (a status we had never heard of) and was thus, truly, their standard as well! In the years since Harrogate, Hans has worked tirelessly to promote BACnet within Siemens and to the rest of his colleagues within Germany and the European Committee for Standardization (CEN). After his so-called "retirement" in 2004, freed from his Siemens commitments, Hans has worked harder than ever on BACnet. In 2005, he published the world's first book dedicated entirely to BACnet: "BACnet Gebäudeautomation 1.4," obviously directed to German readers. The book you are reading will be the second and, I have to admit, Hans' work has motivated me to emulate him.
Siemens is continuing to make significant contributions today. Dan Napar is heading up the BACnet Interest Group in France; Klaus Wächter is the treasurer of BIG-EU, a member of its Board of Directors and a liaison between the BIG-EU and BI; and, most remarkably, Bernhard Isler, based in Zug, Switzerland, having served as the secretary of the BACnet committee for several years is now the committee's Vice-Chairman and continues to attend every meeting (thus earning frequent flyer miles at levels unknown to most mortals)!
TRANE
Trane was a staunch supporter of the BACnet effort from the start. Neil Patterson, Director of Technical Marketing at Trane, was a believer in the work and was pleased that it would take place within ASHRAE. And I thought it was great that he wanted to participate because it could not possibly hurt to have a high-powered ASHRAE member in our midst. In fact, Neil went on to become ASHRAE President a few years later and was always happy to promote BACnet from that lofty position. But, like a number of the early committee members who came from the business and marketing side of their houses, he quickly saw that what was really needed was technical expertise and he recommended a successor from Trane's engineering ranks. Later on, a software engineer named John Hartman joined the committee. One of his most notable contributions, among many, was that he nearly single-handedly developed the BACnet Master-Slave/ Token-Passing protocol based on his study of the European Process Field Bus specification, also known as Profibus.
In late 1994 or early 1995, Trane stunned the industry by announcing that it would offer BACnet in its products even before the standard had completed its last public review, which everyone knew was about to end shortly. In their press release they assured potential customers that if any changes were made as a result of the final public review, Trane would update its BACnet implementation at no cost to the customer. They also offered the services of one of their principal marketers, Paul Ehrlich, to use his tradeshow expertise to create and deploy the first "BACnet Interoperability Demonstration" at the February 1996 Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigerating show in Atlanta. He coined the memorable slogan "BACnet-Your Connection to the Future" and crafted a 2 feet high by 20 feet long panel that was affixed to the top of the booth. This sign can still be seen in Steve Bushby's communications laboratory at NIST.
Unfortunately, although Trane had been the first company to offer an actual BACnet product, their lead evaporated toward the end of the 1990s when Paul and his marketing colleagues became captivated by the marketing juggernaut of Echelon, creators of LonTalk technology. Since LON "taking off" seemed like a real possibility to them, they got Trane to back off from its BACnet development and to gear up to support this new, well-marketed technology solely on the basis that it might succeed-and no controls company wants to be "left behind." In changing direction, Trane paid more attention to the views of its marketers and less to those of its engineers. In terms of its building automation product line, as opposed to its chiller offerings, it has yet to fully recover from this decision, at least that is the way it seems to me.
OTHER CONTRIBUTORS
Today, in 2013, there are few controls companies that have not made at least some contribution to BACnet, many in the most important way of all-making BACnet products! If I try to recount them all, I will undoubtedly leave someone out who is deserving of mention so I won't even try. Please refer to the Vendor Gallery on the BACnet website for the names of, and links to, a large number of BACnet suppliers. If you are a manufacturer and not listed, let me know.
ConCLusIon
The history of BACnet is, of course, still being written. In the chapters ahead I will share a few more bits and pieces as we consider why BACnet is the way it is. BACnet is a data communication protocol for building automation and control systems, developed within ASHRAE in cooperation with ANSI and the ISO. This new book, by the original developer of the BACnet standards, explains how BACnet's protocols manage all basic building functions in a seamless, integrated way. This book explains how BACnet works with all major control systems-including those made by Honeywell, Siemens, and Johnson Controls-to manage everything from heating to ventilation to lighting to fire control and alarm systems. BACnet is used today throughout the world for commercial and institutional buildings with complex mechanical and electrical systems. Contractors, architects, building systems engineers, and facilities managers must all be cognizant of BACnet and its applications.
With a real "seat at the table," you'll find it easier to understand the intent and use of each of the data sharing techniques, controller requirements, and opportunities for interoperability between different manufacturers' controllers and systems. Highlights include:
• A review of the history of BACnet and its essential features, including the object model, data links, network technologies, and BACnet system configurations;
• Comprehensive coverage of services including object access, file access, remote device management, and BACnet-2012's new alarm and event capabilities;
• Insight into future directions for BACnet, including wireless networking, network security, the use of IPv6, extensions for lifts and escalators, and a new set of BACnet Web Services;
• Extensive reference appendices for all objects and services; and
• Acronyms and abbreviations
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